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SOFA MEDICI

The Medici fainting sofa is a classic 1800's design that Peninsula home put their own spin on.
The historical design was meant for women who had trouble breathing from corsets is now seen

as a fashion statement rather than a practical piece to rest. The very traditional hand carved
base is juxtaposed with a silk indigo velvet. The fluid lines of the corner piece are both dramatic
and elegant with intricate diamond tufting on the seat to complete this rich look. Upholstered in

California for precision and attention to detail. Peninsula home offers many finishes, leathers
and fabrics, we also accept your COMs and customizations with ease!

SKU: US-099-1640 | Categories: Living, Sofas and Sectionals |

https://peninsulahome.com/category/living/
https://peninsulahome.com/category/living/sofas-and-sectionals/
mailto:sales@phcollection.com
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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

The Medici fainting sofa is a classic 1800's design that Peninsula home put their own spin on. The
historical design was meant for women who had trouble breathing from corsets and . ,is now seen as

a fashion statement rather than a practical piece to rest. The very traditional hand carved base is
juxtaposed with a silk indigo velvet. The fluid lines of the corner piece are both dramatic and elegant
with intricate diamond tufting on the seat to complete this rich look. The finishes are either leathers

and fabrics, we also accept your COMs and customizations with ease!

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Dimensions W 90 in x D 34 in x H 36 in

Style/Function Traditional

Fabric / Leather Prestige 304 Ag
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